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Introduction

When a disaster happens, thousands of people lose 

their house. It often takes years for them to rebuild their 

homes. For the mean time, emergency tents are used 

to give everybody at least some shelter. This is a mass 

product that has to be put up as quick as possible in very 

large numbers. The Red Cross and other aid agencies 

provide these tents and stocks with ten thousands of 

them. 

In the western world, many tons of old clothes are 

collected each year. About half of these, can still be worn. 

They are sold in many di! erent places, from vintage shops 

in Amsterdam to markets in Africa. The other half can 

not be worn anymore. Reuse is the only option. Research 

about this, has recently led to a sorting machine, so the 

cotton, polyester, wool and other " bres can be seperated. 

New research should provide applications for this raw 

" bres.

This rapport is connecting two very di! erent issues: 

providing tents for emergency situations and " nding new 

uses for reused textile " bres. The goal of the assignment is 

to make a tent completely out of reused textile. 

First, the requirements will be examined. A tent is not a 

normal building, so what speci" cations apply to it? What 

characteristics does the textile based material need to 

have to be used in tents? After this, the basic shape of 

the tent is determined, leading to a conceptual design. 

A model is made to illustrate the design. The elaboration 

consists of several topics, like structural design, material, 

indoor climate and estimation of the price. 

-

Introduction
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1. Program of requirements

1.1 Requirements

The requirements that apply to emergency shelter 

solutions can be divided in four di! erent categories; 

• General requirements

• Logistic requirements

• Technical requirements

• Social requirements

1.1.1 General requirements.

The design concerns a rapid deployable emergency shelter. 

The design should be manufactured entirely from recycled 

textiles, including the frame. When textile solutions for 

certain elements turn out to be unfeasible, the use of 

composites with textile is allowed, or a description of the 

speci" c characteristics of the required material should be 

given.

1.1.2 Logistical requirements

Packaging and transport

Due to transportation costs, which are approximately one 

third of the total costs, the volume of the packed tents 

needs to be as small as possible. After production, the tents 

will be transported with containers to their destination. 

For the design to be " nancially feasible, there should be as 

many tents as possible in one container. 

Weight

To further cut down transportation costs, and therefore the 

price per unit, the weight of the packed tents should be 

as low as possible. Research into existing shelter solutions 

showed that weights of modern tents usually range from 

30 to 60 kilograms. The older canvas shelters weights 

between 80 and 100 kilograms. For this design, the weight 

should be no more than the existing canvas solutions. 

Further engineering and optimization of the design can 

than cut down the weight.

Price

The " nal product can only be competitive with existing 

products if the price is competitive. The previous 

requirements helps to keep the price per unit down. 

In addition, the choice and quantity of the materials is 

important. The price of an emergency shelter consists 

mainly of three parts, which have an equal share;

• Material costs

• Transportation costs

• Production costs

Existing solutions, such as the UNHCR LWET and all weather 

tent, cost approximately 210 Euros. For this design, the 

goal is to approach this price as closely as possible.

Mounting

In an emergency situation, help should arrive as fast as 

possible. Therefore, rapid deployability of emergency 

shelters is very important. With a few instructions, locals 

have to be able to mount the proposed solution. Because  

rapid deployability is so important in emergency relief, 

the design has to be able to be mounted in a matter of 

hours. Aspects such as weight and price can always be 

optimized in a later stage of the engineering process. 

Rapid deployability however, should be integrated in the 

design process from the very beginning. 

1.1.3 Technical requirements

Form:

Surface and volume

The minimal surface required per person depends on the 

local climate type. The following guide lines apply1;

• Warm climate: 3.5 m2/pp

• Moderate climate: 3.5 m2/pp

• Cold climate: 4.5 m2/pp

Based on a capacity of " ve persons, the usable surface 

of the tent should be between 17.5 - 22 square meters, 

depending on the local climate.

For a sustainable use of the tent, it’s necessary to use the 

# oor surface as e$  ciently as possible. This means that the 

surface that has a free height of 1.8 meters should be as 

large as possible. 

Construction

As stated in the general requirements, the construction 

of the tent, including the frame, needs to be constructed 

of recycled textiles or textile composites. The tent will 

be engineered to cope with a Bwh climate, explained 

in chapter 1.2. In the climate type for which the tent is 

designed, wind is normative. and there is little or no snow 

Therefore, snow calculations are not relevant. 

Durability

Research has shown that refugees sometimes will use 

their emergency shelter up to 3 years2.. Therefore, shelter 

solutions must have a large enough durability to last this 

period. 

Indoor environment:

Ventilation

The required air change rate of an emergency shelter 

depends on the local atmosphere1. If the tent is situated 

in an non polluted atmosphere, the requested fresh air 

is 12 liter per person per second. When it is situated in a 

polluted environment it’s 18 liter per person per second. 

This design is based on the " rst type, which brings the total 

requested  fresh air rate per tent on 60 liter per second. The 

ventilation rate should therefore be between 5.4 and 6.8, 

depending on the footprint of the shelter.

Indoor temperature

In the Bwh climate type, outdoor temperatures can range 

from zero  till 40 degrees Celsius. Since no additional 

cooling can be installed in the tents, indoor temperature 

must be regulated by ventilation and shading, and by 

some form of insulation. Keeping the indoor temperature 

as low as possible during the day is more important, since 

the design doesn’t concern a winterized tent. The goal is 

to keep the indoor temperature during the day under the 

outside temperature. 

Insulation 

In this design no additional insulation, such as the 

insulation made from recycled textiles, is included. Heat 

loss during the night should be minimized by modular 

design, proper detailing, and the combination of an inner 

and outer canvas. Extra attention should be given to 

detailing the seams of the tent, since that is where heat 

losses are generally the largest.

Impermeability

Due to health issues, it is important that the tent is 

impermeable for pests and vermin. Extra attention in 

detailing should be paid to the edges on the bottom and 

on the openings of the tent. An upright edge at the bottom 

of an opening is recommended.

Re! ectivity 

The outer canvas of the tents should have good re# ective 

properties to reduce overheating of the tents. The climate 

type for which the tents are designed has temperatures up Picture 1: Scales in refugee camp1

Program of requirements
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to 40 degrees Celsius. To reduce the required ventilation 

capacity, the canvas should re# ect solar radiation as much 

as possible. Research will point out which material is best 

suited. 

Other:

Orientation

Local NGO employees should access the local conditions 

to determine the optimal orientation of the tents. Proper 

orientation signi" cantly decreases wind loadings and can 

increase ventilation.

Situation and soil quality

A # at surface is required for the mounting of the tents. The 

design is aimed at areas with no sudden height variations.

1.1.4 Social demands.

Adaptability

The design concerns an emergency shelter and not a 

transitional shelter. Therefore, adaptability during the 

user phase is not important, because of the impermanent 

nature of the solution. Adaptability during the design 

phase is more important. Hereby, the design can be easily 

adapted to suit for example colder climates. 

Flexibility

The design should be # exible in a way that it can 

accommodate families of di! erent shapes and sizes. A 

modular design approach is therefore recommended. 

Privacy and safety

Privacy and safety is often a problem in refugee camps, 

mainly for women. Therefore, people have to be able 

to completely shut their tent. Also, a front portal before 

entering the main tent is included.

Ethical and cultural

The area for which this design is aimed knows many 

di! erent countries and cultures. Therefore, it is not possible 

to create one solution which suits with the vernacular 

architecture. In addition, the nature of an emergency 

shelter is to provide a shelter for those in need, which is 

more important than " tting in the local culture.

1.2 Climate analysis
For the emergency relief tents there is a large demand for 

rapid-deployable tents. To develop an emergency relief 

tent, it is important to perform research into the needs of 

refugees in the di! erent climate types for emergency relief 

tents. To give a clear overview of which climate types with 

associated weather conditions have the largest amounts of 

Picture 2: World refugee map1

Picture 3: Worlds map of Köppen-Geiger
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refugees two maps are used, the World Refugee Map and 

the World Map of Köppen-Geiger Climate Classi" cations 

(Picture 2 and 3). These maps provide an overview of the 

demands of emergency relief tens in the di! erent kind of 

climate types.

The refugees all over the world are indicated in the image 

on the upper left, the World Refugee Map. The climates 

are indicated in the World Map of Köppen-Geiger, on the 

bottom left.

By comparing both maps, the number of refugees can be 

determined per climate type. The main climate are types 

C, D and E and have cold winters. The climatetype E has 

no refugees and will therefore not be in the overview. The 

goal is to design a rapid-deployable tent, with a solution 

for the largest number of refugees living in one or more 

climate type. 

This overview concludes that the largest number of 

refugees (13037900) is located in climate-type B. And in 

particular in the climate type Bwh (11050500), the dry 

dessert climate. The dessert climate covers 12% of the 

earth’s surface. There is little vegetation, mainly strong 

plants that can last long without water, such as cactus 

and other succulents. There is almost no rainfall (less than 

200mm per year), but when it rains (once every few years) 

it comes with large quantities simultaneously from the 

sky. The soil in this climate-type is dry, infertile and usually 

consist of sand and rocks. 

The dessert climate has a large temperature di! erence 

between day and night. During the day the temperatures 

are between 25 ºC and 45 ºC and at night, temperatures in 

some areas drop below  0 ºC. 

As the tables show, climate-type A also contains many 

refugees (9365200), divided in climate-type Af, Tropical 

Rainforest (5758000) and the climate-type Aw, Tropical 

Savanna (3607200).

This analysis shows that when the tent is designed for the 

Bwh climate, it will reach most refugees. 

Picture 4: Number of refugees per climate type

Program of requirements

Picture 5 Climatetype Bwh
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2. Shapes

Before choosing which shape is perfect for this tent, an 

overview of all possible tent shapes was produced. The 

inspiration comes from existing tents and other temporary 

structures. This collage shows di! erent tent shapes.

The " rst shape is the in# ateble tent. Strictly speaking, this 

isn’t a shape but rather a structure type. The use of in# atable 

tents would make it possible to make a tent completely 

out of textiles, because no frame is needed.  However, 

this requires high-tech solutions and the availability of an 

energy source. The shape is therefore unadequate for use 

in emergency situation. 

Low-tech solutions have the advantage that they are in 

general cheap and easy to deploy. They are also durable 

and do not brake down very easy. If they do, they can be 

" xed with simple means. The most lowtech solution is to 

put a canvas over a pole. The tent is " xed by means of 

tent pins. To get a better ratio between tent surface and 

surface that is high enough to stand, additional poles 

can be added. Two easy solutions are the frame with two 

vertical poles, connected by one horizontal pole and the 

tent with one pole in the middle and a shorter pole in each 

corner. (see pictures 6, the white tent). All these tents are 

a! ordable, easy to deploy and durable. However, it does 

take several people to deploy them, because the poles 

have to be held in place until the tent pins are in place. On 

top of that, the need for tent pins can be a disadvantage 

in rocky areas. Another problem is the fact that the frame 

does not take full advantage of the characteristics of  

textile-based materials. These materials are # exible and 

have a high tensile strenght, whereas the poles of these 

tents are mainly pressed. 

The type of tent that is most used nowadays, is the dome 

tent. Because the frame is built up from # exible arches, it 

is much lighter than the traditional tent. Also, the tent has 

some inherent stability which makes it easier to deploy. 

It is a low tech solution, which makes it cheap and easy 

to use. A problem can be repairing the tent. The poles are 

more fragile than poles of traditional tents. This tent is not 

rapidly deployable. The poles need to be attached to the 

canvas, which requires time and some experience. 

A tent that resembles the dome tent a lot, is the quecha 

foldable tent. This tent has a frame and the canvas 

integrated, which solves the problem of deploying it. As 

soon as the joints are released, the tent pops in shape 

automatically. This makes it one of the fastest possible 

solutions. However, the company that makes these tents, 

doesn’t have any of these bigger than about 3x3 metres. 

They do have bigger tents, but they work like regular dome 

tents. We assume that this means it is not possible to make 

this structure strong enough for a big tent. 

Hanging a tent on a tree branche would lead to a tent with 

only tensile forces in it. Two examples are shown. The " rst 

one is a triangle hanging from a branch and secured with 

tent pins. The second shape is a design by Dre Wapenaar. 

“The form for these tents naturally developed itself, when 

I hung a circular platform with a rope on the side of a tree. 

My inspiration for the shape was not the dewdrop. Form 

followed function.”  To make a tent with textiles only, this 

solution would be one of the most realistic, because no 

real frame is needed. However, in the case of an emergency 

Picture 6:  Di# erent shapes
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Picture 7:  comparison between di# erent shapes

solution, there would never be enough trees to house all 

the homeless people, so it would not really work. Still, an 

interesting idea for other circumstances. 

The Hobermansphere is a nice toy. The sphere can be pulled 

out and pressed back because of a special construction 

with many hinges. There are also bigger hoberman spheres 

that can be used as a dome. We are not the " rst ones that 

tought of making a tent with this principle. The inventor of 

the sphere has developed a tent with it. This tent is used 

for military purposes right now. Because of the relatively 

complex structure and the use of many hinges, it is not 

really suitable for an emergency situation.

The ‘harmonica’ is a bit like the dome tents, but with 

perpendicular poles, instead of crossing poles. This 

tent is very simple, thus a! ordable and durable and can 

be deployed very fast if the poles and the canvas are 

integrated. The shape also has a good ratio between # oor 

space and space where it is possible to stand up straight. 

The picture shows a special example, with the poles not 

exactly vertical, but leaning over to form triangles. This 

makes the shape very stable. 

In the table (Figure 7) the pros and cons of all possible 

shapes are mentioned. The dome and the harmonica are 

the best solutions. They are easy, their frames are based on 

tensile strenght, they can be deployed easily and it is also a 

strong and durable shape. 

Shape

Picture 8 Picture 9: The design of an emergency tent by Dre Wapenaar
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3. Concept

There is not really a limit to the maximum lenght of an 

accordion tent. It can be as long as you want. So why not 

making one very large tent for several families? The design 

does not focus on the level of one family, but on the scale 

of an 80 person community. One container provides them 

with everything they need, from tents to sanitation and 

food. This creates a small community within the larger 

refugee camp, providing people with a sense of safety and 

comfort.  The long tent can be set up very quick and will be 

in the right shape immidiately. Only four tent pins are really 

needed to keep the tent in shape, the rest is for safety only. 

Every family gets about 18 m2, that is seperated from 

their neighboors by a textile partition. To prevent sound 

hindrance, an entrance area works as a bu! er between the 

living areas. An inner tent hangs in the outer tent. There are 

twelve tents in each container, housing about 80 people. 

When a disaster happens, containers are brought to the 

place by truck or by boat. They are deployed on site. The 

container is placed in the right spot. After that, the tent is 

pulled out and secured with tent pins and guy ropes. And 

that’s it. People can now sleep in a dry and safe shelter. 

Picture 12:  Transportation sequence; 1. The container is brought to the emergency area; 2. Unloading of the container;  3. The container is opens;    4. Tents are pulled out and immediately have the right shape. 

1 2 3

4

Picture 11:  Lateral cross section

Picture 10:  Plan
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4. Structural enginering

4.1 Frame structure
The framework of the tent is built up from prestressed 

arches, which are connected at the top and bottom. 

When they are built out of their container, the framework 

folds out like an accordion (picture 12). By making the 

framework arched, the frame can be prestressed, which 

makes it sti! er. A higher sti! ness of the frame means it can 

resist higher wind loads.  The climate type for which the 

tent is designed, isn’t subjected to much rain or snowfall. 

Therefore, wind loadings are normative for determining 

the strength, sti! ness and stability of the tent. 

Picture 13 Structural principle

These three factors which determine whether the frame 

is structurally sound, are very dependent on the material 

which is used. This however, is an unknown factor in this 

phase of the design. Little is known about the structural 

behaviour of textile elements, or textile composites. 

Therefore, we will analyse and estimate the stability of the 

framework and where the largest forces will occur. 

As explained before, the frame is build up from prestressed 

arches (Picture 13). The bottom of the arches are connected 

with each other by a textile strip. This causes the entire 

structure to be subjected to only tensile forces, and no 

pressure forces. This is bene" cial for textile structures, 

since it strength is to absorb tensile forces and not pressure 

forces (Picture 14). In picture 14 a cross section of the frame 

is given with the red arrows as reaction forces. Obviously, 

the largest forces will occur at the bottom of the arch, 

where it’s clamped. The strip which connects the outer 

ends of an arch has to be strong enough to resist these 

forces. Extra attention in detailing of the clamping at the 

bottom is necessary. 

The outer canvas of the tent also has a structural purpose. 

Because the tents are " xed at the ends with guy ropes, the 

tension in the canvas keeps the frame at a " xed interval (2.5 

meters). Therefore, the tensile strength of the canvas used 

should be strong enough to resist these forces. Also, large 

openings in the tent are purposely put in the triangles with 

their base at the bottom. Here, it’s reason to expect that 

tensile forces in the canvas are signi" cantly lower than in 

the top triangles. In fact, tensile forces in the canvas will 

Picture 14: Cross section with reaction forces

Picture 16: longitudinal cross-section with reaction forces

gradually increase form the bottom to the top of the tent. 

Therefore, openings in the tent are never in the top. 

4.2 Stability
By folding the frame out like an accordion, the arches form 

triangles in the lateral direction of the tent (picture 16). 

There is already a stable form, if they were manufactured 

of a sti!  material. However, the plane between the frames 

is made from a poly cotton fabric, which has virtually no 

sti! ness. Additional bracing and guy ropes are therefore 

needed, to ensure the stability of the tents. In the lateral 

direction, one guy rope on each corner is su$  cient to 

make the tents stable. This means only four ropes in total. 

In the transverse direction one guy rope at each corner of 

a tent should ensure stability. 

To minimize wind loadings, the tents should be placed 

with the lateral direction facing the prevailing wind 

direction. This will signi" cantly decrease wind loadings 

on the surface of the tents. However, it will also decrease 

the possible ventilation capacity. Further research should 

determine which option has the most bene" ts. 

Picture 15: Loading scheme

Structural engineering
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5. Material

Regular tent materials contain textiles. To decide which 

materials to use, " rst a normal tent is regarded. Than the 

material for the frame, the fabric and the connections are 

chosen.

5.1 Standard situation
Tents normally consist of a frame, an inner tent and an outer 

tent. The fabric can be made from di! erent materials. Most 

used are cotton, polyester, nylon and polycotton. Cotton is 

the oldest material. It has been used for tents for decades 

and is still popular because cotton tents are cool in summer 

and the material ‘breathes’, so no condense problems 

occur. Also, cotton is a very durable material. On the other 

hand, it is a lot heavier than other fabrics. Polyester and 

nylon are both synthetic materials. They are very light, 

but cannot let vapor out, so the tent can become moist. 

Nylon stretches a lot, so a tent made from nylon will have 

to be stretched again after a shower. Polyester is a durable 

material, it can resist rotting best. However, cotton is better 

resistant to UV light and tearing. Polycotton combines the 

advantages of polyester with cotton. The material gives an 

adequate inner climate, without being too heavy. 

The poles are usually made of glass " ber, carbon " ber or 

aluminium if the poles are bended and steel or aluminium if 

the poles are straight.  Carbon " bres are expensive, and are 

not used that much. Aluminium is the strongest material, 

so the poles can be small with the same strenght as glass 

" bre poles that are twice as big. None of these materials 

can be made of textiles. However, we see right now that 

tents are either made from metal or from composites that 

are reinforces with some sort of " bre. Textile poles will 

probably be based on the second type. 

5.2 Material choices

5.2.1 Textile based frame

To make a frame out of textile, it needs to be made sti! .  

This can  be done in di! erent ways. The French company 

Metisse collects old clothes and sorts them. The next step 

is to remove buttons and zippers and take the materials 

apart, so that " bres are left. This is the raw material. The 

" bres are then mixed with thermosetting plastics and 

heated and/or pressed. The temperature and the pressure 

make the di! erence between a blanket that is used for 

insulating and a sti!  plate. 

Another possibility is needle punching. Needlepunched 

nonwovens are created by mechanically orienting and 

interlocking the " bers of a spunbonded or carded web. 

This mechanical interlocking is achieved with thousands 

of barbed felting needles repeatedly passing into and out 

of the web. The resulting material is a kins of felt, that has 

many applications like tennis court surfaces, automotive 

carpeting and synthetic leather. Altough the material gets 

a lot more in# exible, it is not really sti! .  

Both these processes result in panels. In theory  however, 

every shape is possible. The least strong frame material, 

" ber glass, has a strenght of maximum 60 N/mm2. This is a 

low quality material. Because this design is big and has to 

resist storms, 60 N/mm2 probably isn’t enough. Aluminium 

tents are much stronger. The aluminium used in tent frame 

has strenghts that are about ten times higher: over 600 N/

mm2. Also the price is important. Glass " bres are the most 

cheap frame material, 5 euro per meter in camping shops 

for a pole with a thickness of 9,5 mm. Aluminium costs 10 

euros per meter, if it has the same thickenss, but can be 

much slimmer. The price of the textile " bre has to be lower 

than the aluminium price, so maximum 10 euros per meter.

5.2.2 Tent fabric

For the fabric of the tents, polycotton is chosen.  Table 18 

shows why this material is preferred. Two types are used: 

a heavy fabric for the outer tent and a lighter and cheaper 

fabric for the inner tent.  This material will have to be made 

from recycled " bres. 

5.2.3 Connections

To close the doors, a simple, yet very durable connection 

is needed. Zippers are very vulnerable, and if they break 

down, it is not easy to repair them. Therefore, another 

connection method is chosen, using nooses of rope linking 

in each other. It costs a bit more time to close the tent, but 

it is almost impossible to break. Picture 17 illustrates the 

principle.

Picture 18:  Table showing the characteristics of di# erent fabrics

Picture 17:  The doors close with this system
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6. Indoor Climate

The Bwh climate is very hot, but it can be cold at night. 

First the cooling principles and ventilation measures 

are explained. Secondly, the heating principles will be 

explained. 

6.1 Cooling
To protect the refugees against the heat, the most 

important contribution comes from ventilation. The 

ventilation is regulated by means of openings in the outer 

tent and a wire mesh in the inner tent. A small mesh size 

prevents bugs and mosquitoes from getting in the tent. 

Four small triangles in the top of the tent provide a minimal 

ventilation rate at all times. When more ventilation is 

wanted, two doors facing each other will be opened. Also, 

the lower part can be opened almost completely in the 

outer tent as well as the inner tent, so fresh air can enter 

from below. Together with the triangles, that are in the top, 

this will lead to a lot more ventilation.  Picture 20 shows 

the situation with all openings open, so there is maximum 

ventilation.  

To increase the e! ect of this cross ventilation, the inner tent 

can also be removed completely, altough the protection 

against bugs and other animals would then be gone. It is 

also helpful to erect the tent in the right (wind) direction to 

catch as much wind as possible. The material of the fabric, 

polycotton, has good heat qualitities compared to sythetic 

fabrics: less condensation of air occurs and the indoor 

atmosphere is less muggy. Also the white fabric re# ects a 

lot of sunlight.

6.2 Heating
Altough it is not a very cold climate, on some clear nights 

a little bit of frost can occur. To protect the tent from this, 

the inner and outer tent form an insulation layer of air in 

between them. The metabolic rate of the refugees can also 

keep the tent warm during cold nights. Most ventilation 

openings can be closed to keep as much heat as possible 

inside. Picture 19  shows the closed situation, with only the 

minimal amount of ventilation.  Still, in" ltration in a tent 

can be quite large. The fabric can breathe, which means 

that some air can pass, though no wind gust can pass the 

material. The largest amount of in" ltration is trough seams 

and openings. Good double seams and an air lock created 

by the inner tent and outer tent prevent this in" ltration.

 

6.3 Ventilation  requirements
According to the document ‘Shelter in di! erent climates’, 

the ventilation rate should be 5.5 h-1. This means that 12 

liter per person per second is needed. It wasn’t possible 

to really calculate if this requirement is met in the design. 

However, this design principles give an impression of how 

they will be met. 

Indoor climate

Picture 19:  Winter situation

Picture 20:  Summer situation
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7. Price

Picture 21:  Table of the calculation of the price
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The costs of an emergency relief tent are provided in the 

table on the right. At " rst, the cost of the materials for a 

single tent are determined. The costs of materials for one 

single emergency relief tent are € 362,25.

 

After that the costs of a container with twelve tents as in the 

concept, is determined. Included are costs of production 

of the entire container with the twelve tents, such as for 

cutting and sewing, the material and the container itself. 

The cost of the overall container with tents is € 7271,80.

The outcome of the costs divided by twelve will give the 

costs that one single tent including production cost. The 

price of one single emergency relief tent including material 

is € 605,98.

As stated in the program of requirements, the UNHCR 

LWET emergency shelter costs approximately 210 euros. 

Per tent the di! erence is signi" cant. However, our solution 

does not only provide a tent, it’s a complete solution 

for an entire community. Besides the tents themselves, 

the container has room to store additional emergency 

supplies. In addition, the container can be used for several 

purposes during the user phase. These factors aren’t 

included in the calculation shown on the right. Also, 

optimization and further research can bring down the cost 

price of this solution. These costs are estimated on basis of 

the production of the " rst tent. The costs will be lower if 

this emergency relief tent is taken into mass production. 

The costs of transport from the Netherlands to an 

emergency location are € 1500,- , of course depending on 

the exact location. 
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Conclusion

This design for an emergency shelter is made of recycled 

textiles. Instead of single tents, a whole row of tents is 

deployed at once, housing about 60 people. The same 

principle as an accordion is used. These tents meet the 

need for a destination for recycled textiles as well as 

the need for an emergency relief tent that is a! ordable, 

durable and rapid deployable. 

The pictures on this page show the end result. The tent 

frame consists of the poles and the tensioning cables on 

the # oor. The outer tent is attached to this frame directly 

and the inner tent via hooks and lines. In this way the two 

fabrics do not touch, so the tent remains water resistant. 

The guy ropes and tent pins are attached to make the tent 

better resistent to wind. In the inner tent are several wire 

meshes for ventilation and in the outer tent are opening 

for this purpose. 

One disadvantage of this solution is that not so many 

tents " t in one container. The assumption is twelve tents. 

This might be fourteen of even sixteen, but it is not much 

anyway. On the other hand, in the container, not just the 

tents, but all emergency support for a group of people is 

provided. The medicines, food and sanitation materials can 

be stored in the leftover space of this round shape. 

All in all, we think that this tent meets the criteria that were 

set in the program of requirements and that it is a truly 

new solution. 

Conclusion
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